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A oni bundle degenerating on the Kummer surfae
Mihele Bolognesi
Abstrat
Let C be a genus 2 urve and SUC(2) the moduli spae of semi-stable rank 2 vetor bundles
on C with trivial determinant. In [Bol07℄ we desribed the parameter spae of non stable
extension lasses (invariant with respet to the hyperellipti involution) of the anonial sheaf
ω of C with ω−1C . In this paper we study the lassifying rational map ϕ : PExt
1(ω, ω−1) ∼=
P
4
99K SUC(2) ∼= P
3
that sends an extension lass on the orresponding rank two vetor bundle.
Moreover we prove that, if we blow up P
4
along a ertain ubi surfae S and SUC(2) at the
point p orresponding to the bundle O⊕O, then the indued morphism ϕ˜ : BlS → BlpSUC(2)
denes a oni bundle that degenerates on the blow up (at p) of the Kummer surfae naturally
ontained in SUC(2). Furthermore we onstrut the P
2
-bundle that ontains the oni bundle
and we disuss the stability and deformations of one of its omponents.
Introdution
Let C be a smooth genus 2 urve. Let Pic1(C) be the Piard variety that parametrizes all
degree 1 line bundles on C and Θ the anonial theta divisor made up set-theoretially of line
bundles L s.t. h0(C,L) 6= 0. We will denote SUC(2) the moduli spae of semi-stable rank
2 vetor bundles on C with trivial determinant. The desription of this moduli spae dates
bak almost fourty years ago to the paper [NR69℄. Ramanan and Narashiman proved that
SUC(2) is isomorphi to the linear system |2Θ| ∼= P
3
on Pic1(C) and that the semi-stable
lous is exatly the Kummer quarti surfae image of the Jaobian Jac(C) via the Kummer
map. In this paper we look at SUC(2) in a dierent frame. Let ω be the anonial bundle on
C, we onsider the spae PExt1(ω, ω−1) =: P4ω = |ω
3|∗. This spae parametrizes extension
lasses (e) of ω by ω−1.
0 −→ ω −→ Ee −→ ω
−1 −→ 0 (e)
Therefore there exists a lassifying map
ϕ : P4ω 99K SUC(2)
that assoiates the vetor bundle Ee to the extension lass (e). Bertram showed in [Ber92℄
that ϕ is given by the quadris in the ideal IC(2) of the urve, that is naturally embedded
as a sexti in P
4
ω. In the rst part of the paper we desribe the bers of the map ϕ. Let
E ∈ SUC(2) and CE the losure ϕ−1(E) of the ber of E, then the prinipal results of setion
1 are the following.
Theorem 0.0.1 Let E be a stable vetor bundle, then dimCE = 1 and CE is a smooth oni.
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Theorem 0.0.2 Let E be a stritly semi-stable vetor bundle, then CE is singular. If E ∼=
L⊕ L−1 for L ∈ JC[2]/OC then CE is a double line.
Moreover we show that the ber over the S-equivalene lass of the bundle OC ⊕ OC is a
one S ∈ P4ω over a twisted ubi urve. In Setion 2 we blow up P
4
ω along the surfae S
and |2Θ| at the origin of the Kummer surfae K0 that represents the semi-stable boundary.
Let BlS(P
4
ω) be the blow up of P
4
ω and P
3
0 the blow-up of |2Θ|, we desribe the indued map
ϕ˜ : BlS(P
4) −→ P3O and we prove that the restrition of ϕ˜ to the exeptional divisors is a
oni bundle. The main theorem of Setion 2 is in fat the following.
Theorem 0.0.3 The morphism
ϕ˜ : BlS(P
4) −→ P3O
is a oni bundle whose disriminant lous is the blow-up at the origin of the Kummer surfae
K0.
Moreover we onstrut a rank 2 vetor bundle A on P2, suh that P(A ⊕ OP2ω)
∼= BlS(P
4).
This leads us to prove that our oni bundle an be seen as a setion
ϕ˜ ∈ Hom(OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(−1), Sym
2(A∗ ⊕OP2ω)⊗OP2ω(−1)).
This vetor spae has dimension 16 thus we have a moduli map that assoiates to a smooth
genus 2 urve the oni bundle indued by its lassifying map.
Ξ : {smooth genus 2 curves} −→ P15 = PB;
C 7→ ϕ˜C .
In Setion 3 we study the stability and the deformations of the bundle A. By applying the
Hoppe riterion (Prop. 3.1.3), we get the following Theorem.
Theorem 0.0.4 The vetor bundle A on P2ω is stable.
Finally, via a few ohomology alulations we nd the dimension of Ext1(A,A).
Theorem 0.0.5 The spae of deformations of A has dimension dim(Ext1(A,A)) = 5.
Aknowledgments: I would like to thank my Phd advisor Christian Pauly for his sugges-
tions, Chiara Brambilla for a useful advie and Yves Laszlo for posing the problem of the
deformations of the vetor bundle A.
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1 The lassifying map
1.1 Preliminaries on extension lasses
Let C be a smooth genus 2 urve and λ the hyperellipti involution on C; we will denote W
the set of the Weierstrass points of C. Let also Picd(C) be the Piard variety parametrizing
degree d line bundles over C and Jac(C) = Pic0(C) the Jaobian variety of C. We will
denote K0 the Kummer surfae obtained as quotient of Jac(C) by ±Id and K1 the quotient
of Pic1(C) by the involution τ : ξ 7→ ω ⊗ ξ−1. Moreover we remark that the 16 theta
harateristis are the xed points of the involution τ . Let Θ ⊂ Pic1(C) be the Riemann
theta divisor. It is isomorphi to the urve C via the Abel-Jaobi embedding
Aj : C →֒ Pic1(C), (1)
p 7→ OC(p).
Let SUC(2) be the moduli spae of semi-stable rank two vetor bundles on C with trivial
determinant. It is isomorphi to P
3 ∼= |2Θ|, the isomorphism being given by the map [Bea88℄
θ : SUC(2) −→ |2Θ|, (2)
E 7→ θ(E);
where
θ(E) := {L ∈ Pic1(C)|h0(C,E ⊗ L) 6= 0}.
With its natural sheme struture, θ(E) is in fat linearly equivalent to 2Θ. The Kummer sur-
fae K0 is embedded in |2Θ| and points in K0 orrespond to bundles E whose S-equivalene
lass [E] ontains a deomposable bundle of the form M ⊕M−1, for M ∈ Jac(C). Further-
more on the semistable boundary the morphism θ restrits to the Kummer map.
Let ω be the anonial line bundle on C. We introdue the 4-dimensional projetive spae
P
4
ω := PExt
1(ω, ω−1) = |ω3|∗.
A point e ∈ P4ω orresponds to an isomorphism lass of extensions
0 −→ ω−1 −→ Ee −→ ω −→ 0. (e)
We denote by ϕ the rational lassifying map
ϕ : P4ω 99K |2Θ|
e 7→ S-equivalene lass of Ee.
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Let IC be the ideal sheaf of the urve C ⊂ P
4
ω, Bertram ([Ber92℄, Theorem 2) showed that
there is an isomorphism (indued via pull-bak by ϕ)
H0(SUC(2),O(2Θ)) ∼= H
0(P4ω, IC ⊗O(2)).
Therefore the lassifying map ϕ is the rational map given by the full linear system of quadris
ontained in the ideal of C ⊂ P4ω. In fat the lous of non semi-stable extensions is exatly
represented by C, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 1.1.1 [Ber92℄ Let (e) be an extension lass in P4ω and Sec(C) the seant variety of
C ⊂ P4ω, then the vetor bundle Ee is not semistable if and only if e ∈ C and it is not stable
if and only if e ∈ Sec(C).
Remark 1.1.2 One an say even more. In fat, given x, y ∈ C the seant line xy is the
ber of ϕ over the S-equivalene lass of ω(−x− y)⊕ ω−1(x+ y).
This implies diretly the following Corollary.
Corollary 1.1.3 The image of the seant variety Se(C) by the lassifying map ϕ is the
Kummer surfae K0 ⊂ |2Θ|.
The hyperellipti involution λ ats on the anonial line bundle over C and on its spaes
of setions. A straightforward Riemann-Roh omputation shows that h0(C, ω3)∗ = 5. Let
π : C → P1 be the hyperellipti map. There is a anonial linearization for the ation of λ
on ω that omes from the fat that ω = π∗OP1(1). In fat, by Kempf's Theorem ([DN89℄,
Théorème 2.3), a line bundle on C desends to P1 if and only if the involution ats trivially
on the bers over Weierstrass points. Thus we hoose the linearization δ : λ∗ω
∼
→ ω that
indues the identity on the bers over Weierstrass points. This means that
Tr(λ : Lwi → Lwi) = 1,
for every Weierstrass point wi. Moreover we have that dλwi = −1, whih implies, via the
Atiyah-Bott-Lefshetz xed point formula ([GH78℄, p.421), that
h0(C, ω3)+ − h
0(C, ω3)− = 3.
Sine h0(C, ω3)+ + h
0(C, ω3)− = 5, this means that h
0(C, ω3)+ = 4 and h
0(C, ω3)− = 1 and
we an see that
H0(C, ω3)− =
6∑
i=1
wi.
Furthermore, we have
Eλ(e) = λ
∗Ee
4
thus the points of P
3
ω+ := PH
0(C, ω3)∗+ represent involution invariant extension lasses. We
have studied this lasses in [Bol07℄; in this paper our aim is to desribe more preisely the
lassifying map.
1.2 The bers of the lassifying map
Let p ∈ P3 ∼= |2Θ| be a general point, then the ber ϕ−1(p) is the intersetion of 3 quadris
Q1 ∩Q2 ∩Q3 = ϕ
−1(p).
If dim(ϕ−1(p)) = 1 then the ber ϕ−1(p) is a degree 8 urve. Sine C ⊂ ϕ−1(p) and
deg(C) = 6, the residual urve ϕ−1(p)− C is a oni.
We will often denote V the spae of global setions H0(C, ω).
We have the following equality
H0(C, ω3)+ = Sym
3V
and we denote X ⊂ P(Sym3V ∗) the twisted ubi urve image of PV ∼= P1 via the ubi
Veronese morphism. Let's onsider now the linear subspae < D > of P4ω generated by the
points of a divisor D ∈ |ω2|. Sine D ∈ |ω2|, we an write it down as
D = a+ b+ λ(a) + λ(b)
for a, b ∈ C. Furthermore we remark that the annihilator of < D > is H0(C, ω3(−a − b −
λ(a)− λ(b))), that has dimension equal to 2. This means that the linear envelop < D > is
a P
2
, and we shall denote it as P
2
ab.
Proposition 1.2.1 [LN83℄ Let c, d ∈ C and e ∈ P4ω an extension
0 −→ ω−1
ie−→ Ee
pie−→ ω −→ 0.
Then e ∈ P2cd if and only if it exists a setion β ∈ H
0(C,Hom(ω−1, E)) s.t.
Zeros(πe ◦ β) = c+ d+ λ(c) + λ(d).
We will denote [OC ⊕OC ] the S-equivalene lass of the rank 2 bundle OC ⊕OC .
Proposition 1.2.2 Let
|ω3|∗ = P4ω
ϕ
99K P
3 = |2Θ|
be the lassifying map. Then the losure of ϕ−1([OC ⊕ OC ]) is the one S over a twisted
ubi urve X ⊂ P3ω+.
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Proof: The vertex of S is the point x = PH0(C, ω3)∗− ∈ P
4
ω, that is the projetivized anti-
invariant eigen-spae. This means that every line ontained in S is a seant of C invariant
under the involution of P
4
ω. Suh a seant line an be written as pλ(p). The image of suh
a seant line via ϕ is the origin, hene S ⊂ ϕ−1([OC ⊕OC ]). In order to prove the opposite
inlusion we remark that a vetor bundle E ontained in the S-equivalene lass of the origin
satises the following exat sequene
0 −→ OC
νE−→ E −→ OC −→ 0.
This implies that the trivial bundle is a sub-bundle of E.
Let us onsider the morphism ς, omposition of νE and πE :
ς : OC
νE−→ E
piE−→ ω.
Then δ ∈ H0(C, ω) = Hom(OC , ω) and we obtain the following diagram.
OC
↓
ց
ς
0 → ω−1 → E → ω → 0.
This means that the morphism ς is a setion of H0(C, ω) and its divisor is of type a + λ(a)
for a ∈ C. Beause of Proposition 1.2.1 this implies that the extension lasses ontained
in the ber ϕ−1([OC⊕OC ]) belong to an invariant seant line, therefore ϕ
−1([OC⊕OC ]) ⊂ S
We will see that the map ϕ denes a oni bundle on |2Θ|− [OC⊕OC ]. We will now desribe
the bers of ϕ on the open set omplementary to the origin.
Let E ∈ SUC(2) we will all CE the losure ϕ−1(E) of the ber of E.
Theorem 1.2.3 Let E be a stable vetor bundle, then dimCE = 1 and CE is a smooth oni.
Proof: Let E be a stable bundle and e the following equivalene lass of extensions
0 −→ ω−1 −→ Ee ∼= E −→ ω −→ 0 (3)
For a general bundle E, CE has dimension equal to 1. In fat for a genus 2 urve the
Riemann-Roh theorem gives χ(Eω) = 4 + 2(−1) = 2. Moreover, by Serre duality, we have
h1(Eω) = h0(E∗) and h0(E∗) = h0(Hom(E,OC)) = 0 beause E is stable.
We dene the following map
j : ϕ−1(E) −→ PH0(C,Eω) = P1,
e 7→ j(e),
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that sends the extension lass e ∈ CE on the point of PH
0(C,Eω) orresponding to the rst
morphism of the exat sequene 3. This map has degree 1 and it is not dened on the points
of CE ∩ C.
Furthermore we remark that the projetion from SUC(2) with entre [OC ⊕ OC ] an be
desribed in the following way.
∆ : SUC(2) 99K P
2 = |ω2|,
E 7→ D(E).
Here by D(E) we mean the divisor on C with the following support.
Supp(D(E)) = {p ∈ C|h0(E ⊗OC(p)) 6= 0}.
In fat the projetion from O is exatly the restrition to C, embedded in Pic1(C) via
the Abel-Jaobi map of equation 1, of the map θ from equation 2. Now we onsider the
determinant map
2∧
H0(Eω) −→ H0(ω2),
s ∧ t 7→ Zero(s ∧ t).
Let p ∈ C be a point of the urve, if p ∈ Zero(s ∧ t) then there exists a non zero setion
sp ∈ H
0(C,Eω(−p)). Hene h0(C,Eω(−p)) 6= 0. Moreover, if we make the hyperellipti
involution λ at on Eω(−p) we nd that h0(C,Eω(−p)) = h0(C,E ⊗OC(p)) 6= 0. This im-
plies that the zero divisor of s ∧ t is D(E). Now D(E) has degree 4 and for every p ∈ D(E)
it exists a setion sp. We remark then that the morphism j is surjetive on the open set
PH0(C,Eω)/{sp|p ∈ D(E)}, that means that it is dominant.
In order to end the proof we need 3 tehnial lemmas.
Lemma 1.2.4 Let D ∈ |ω2| be the divisor a+ b+ λ(a) + lambda(b). The image of
ϕ|P2
ab
: P2ab 99K P
3
is the ber of ∆ over D, i.e. the line passing by [OC ⊕ OC ] and the point orresponding to
D in |ω2|.
Proof: We remark rst that D = C ∩ P2ab, beause H
0(C, ω3(−a − b − λ(a) − λ(b) − c)) =
H0(C, ω − c) = 1 for every c ∈ C. This implies that the restrition
7
ϕ|P2
ab
: P2ab 99K P
3
is given by quadris passing by the four points of D. The spae of quadris on P2 has
dimension 5 and we impose 4 independent linear onditions. So the image of P
2
ab via ϕ|P2
ab
is
a P
1 ⊂ P3.
Let e be an extension lass in P2ab and Ee its image via ϕ in SUC(2). Now, by Proposition
1.2.1, the extension e belongs to P2ab if and only if it exists a setion α ∈ H
0(C,Hom(ω−1, E))
s.t., using the notation of the following diagram, we have Zeros(πe ◦ α) = D.
ω−1
α ↓ ց
0 → ω−1
ie→ Ee
pie→ ω → 0.
This implies that α and ie are 2 independent setions of Eω and Zeros(ie ∧ α) = D. 
Lemma 1.2.5 Let E ∈ SUC(2), then we have the equality
CE ∩ C = D(E).
Proof: Let c, d ∈ C and let us suppose that D(E) = c+ d+λ(c)+λ(d). We remind that P2cd
is the plane s.t. c+ d+λ(c)+λ(d) ⊂ P2cd. By Lemma 1.2.4 the ber CE is a oni ontained
in P
2
cd and passing by the 4 points of D(E). Sine D(E) = C ∩ P
2
cd we obtain the equality
CE ∩ C = D(E).
Lemma 1.2.6 Let E ∈ SUC(2) be a stable bundle, then we have a deomposition
H0(C,Eω) = H0(C,Eω)+ ⊕H
0(C,Eω)−
of H0(C,Eω) in two eigen-spaes of dimension 1.
Proof: We will use the Atiyah-Bott-Lefshetz formula, so we must hoose a linearization
ν : λ∗E
∼
−→ E
for the ation of λ on E and wath how it ats on the bers over the points of W. The
bundle E is an extension
0 −→ ω−1 −→ E −→ ω −→ 0
so a linearization on E is dened one one hooses two linearizations on ω and ω−1. We have
already hosen
δ : λ∗ω −→ ω
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that ats trivially on the bers over the points of W. For the line bundle ω−1 we have two
dierent hoies: the linearization that ats trivially on the bers over the points of W and
its inverse. Let x ∈ W, then we an deompose
Ex = ωx ⊕ ω
−1
x . (4)
If we hoose the rst linearization on ω−1 then, by Kempf Lemma, the vetor bundle E
would be the pull-bak of a bundle F over P1 dened by the exat sequene
0 −→ OP1(−1) −→ F −→ OP1(1) −→ 0. (5)
We remark that the only vetor bundle on P
1
that veries the exat sequene (5) isOP1(−1)⊕
OP1(1) and it is not semi-stable. Then the hoie of δ as a linearization for ω fores us to
hoose the linearization
δ˜ : λ∗ω−1
∼
−→ ω−1
that indues −Id on the bers over the points of W. We reall that h0(C,Eω) = 2. Thanks
to the deomposition (4) the trae of the linearization δ ⊕ δ˜ is zero. Then by the Atiyah-
Bott-Lefshetz formula we have
h0(C,Eω)+ − h
0(C,Eω)− = 0,
that means
h0(C,Eω)+ = h
0(C,Eω)− = 1.

Continuation of the proof of Theorem 1.2.3:
Thanks to Lemmas 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 we an extend the morphism j to the losure CE =
ϕ−1(E). We send every point p ∈ D(E) on the setion sp that vanishes in p. We will denote
this morphism
j˜ : CE −→ P
1.
The oni CE is either smooth, or the union of two disjoint lines, or a double line. The
morphism j˜ is surjetive on P1 and its degree is 1. Then it exists a morphism τ s.t. j˜ ◦ τ =
IdP1. This means that we have an isomorphism between P
1 = PH0(C,Eω) and a omponent
of CE . The morphism τ is equivariant under the ation of λ and by Lemma 1.2.6 the spae
H0(C,Eω) has two eigen-spaes. This means that the omponent that is image of τ must
ut P
3
ω+ in two dierent points, that means that CE is a smooth oni. 
Theorem 1.2.7 Let E be a stritly semi-stable vetor bundle, then CE is singular. If E ∼=
L⊕ L−1 for L ∈ JC[2]/OC then CE is a double line.
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Proof: If the bundle E is stritly semi-stable we know, by Lemma 1.1.1 and Remark 1.1.2
that the ber onsists of two lines so it is either a rank 2 or a rank 1 oni. Moreover
the bers over the points of JC[2]/OC are the double lines wiwj, for wi, wj two dierent
Weierstrass points. These are all the λ-invariant ouples of points, that means that the 15
2-torsion points are the rank 1 lous. 
2 The oni bundle
In the following, we will often denote P
2
ω the linear system |ω
2|. We will now dene a rank
2 projetive bundle E on P2ω stritly onneted to the lassifying map.
Sine the rational map
∆ : SUC(2) 99K P
2
ω
is surjetive, every point of P
2
ω an be represented by a divisor ∆(E) for a semi-stable bundle
E on C. We start by onstruting a rank 2 vetor bundle A on P2ω. Let us rst dene the
ber AE over the point ∆(E): we want that AE ⊂ H
0(C, ω3)∗+ and that its dual is the
okernel of the natural multipliation map
0 −→ H0(C, ω)
+∆(E)
−→ H0(C, ω3)+ −→ A
∗
E −→ 0. (6)
Furthermore we an generalize the sequene 6 to an exat sequene (in fat a global version
of the one just dened) of vetor bundles on P
2
ω. In order to do this we dene a new rank 2
vetor bundle G on P2.
We remark in fat that it exists a natural morphism of vetor bundles
ν : OP2ω(−1) −→ H
0(C, ω2)⊗OP2ω
that sends the ber over one point p on the line in H0(C, ω2) whose projetivized is p . Now
we twist by H0(C, ω) the morphism ν: we get the morphism
IdH0(C,ω) ⊗ ν =: ν
′ : H0(C, ω)⊗OP2ω(−1) −→ H
0(C, ω)⊗H0(C, ω2)⊗OP2ω .
Moreover it exists a natural multipliation morphism
µ : H0(C, ω)⊗H0(C, ω2)⊗OP2ω −→ H
0(C, ω3)+ ⊗OP2ω .
We dene
G := H0(C, ω)⊗OP2ω(−1)
and the injetive morphism
α := µ ◦ ν ′ : G −→ H0(C, ω3)+ ⊗OP2ω .
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The bundle G is in fat a sub-bundle of OP2ω ⊗H
0(C, ω3)+: the ber over every ∆(E) ∈ P
2
ω
is omposed by the divisors of H0(C, ω3)+ of the form ∆(E) + δ, with δ ∈ H
0(C, ω). We
dene
A∗ := coker(α : G −→ H0(C, ω3)+ ⊗OP2ω)
and we get the following exat sequene of bundles on P
2
ω.
0 −→ G −→ OP2ω ⊗H
0(C, ω3)+ −→ A
∗ −→ 0. (7)
Denition 2.0.8 We dene the vetor bundle E on P2ω as
E := A⊕OP2ω .
The situation is resumed in the following diagram.
PE →֒ |ω3|∗ × P2ω
|
↓
|
↓
PA →֒ PSym3V ∗ × P2ω
ց ↓
P
2
ω
Let y ∈ P2ω. Then we an identify y and a divisor a+ b of degree 2 on X , with a, b ∈ X . The
ber PAy is the seant line ab to X ⊂ PSym
3V ∗ and PEy is the plane < ab, x >⊂ |ω
3|∗.
Let
prx : P
4
ω 99K P
3
ω+
be the projetion with entre x.
Proposition 2.0.9 We have a ommutative diagram of rational maps
P
4
ω
ϕ
99K |IC(2)|
∗ = P3
|
↓ prx
|
↓ ∆
P
3
ω+
φ
99K P
2
ω
∼= |IX(2)|
∗,
where φ is dened as follows. Given a t ∈ P3 \X, let lt be the only seant line to X passing
by t. The appliation φ sends t on the penil P1 ⊂ |IX(2)| given by the quadris vanishing
on the union X ∪ lt.
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Proof: First we show that there exists a unique seant line l to X that passes by t. Projeting
X with entre t we remark that the image is a plane ubi, that has one knot by the genus
formula. This implies that there exists a unique seant line to X passing by t. Moreover the
projetion prx indues an isomorphism
pr∗x|IX(2)|
∼= |IS(2)|.
Sine ϕ−1(O) = S (Prop. 1.2.2) and ∆ is the projetion with entre [O ⊕O], the diagram
ommutes. 
Remark 2.0.10 The map φ an be dened in a dierent way. Sine
P
2
ω
∼= PSym2H0(C, ω), φ is the map that sends t ∈ P3ω+ \X on the pair of points of X ut
out by the unique seant line lt to X passing by t.
Let BlXP
3
ω+ be the blow-up of P
3
ω+ along the twisted ubi and
µ : BlXP
3
ω+ −→ P
3
ω+
the projetion on P
3
ω+. Sine X is sheme-theoretially dened by the 3-dimensional spae
of quadris IX(2) it exists a morphism φ˜ that makes the following diagram ommute.
BlXP
3
ω+
µ ↓
φ˜
ց
X ⊂ P3ω+
φ
99K P
2
ω
Hene the morphism φ˜ denes a P1-bration on P2ω. Futhermore the exeptional divisor
E ⊂ BlXP
3
ω+ is the projetive bundle P(NX|P3ω+) of the normal bundle of X ⊂ P
3
ω+.
Lemma 2.0.11 We have an isomorphism
NX|P3 ∼= OP1(5)⊕OP1(5).
Proof: Let
i : PV −→ P3ω+;
[u : v] 7→ [u3 : u2v : vu2 : v3];
be the Veronese embedding. We have the following exat sequene.
0 −→ TX −→ i
∗TP3
ω+
−→ NX|P3 −→ 0. (8)
Sine X ∼= P1 we have TX ∼= OP1(2). Then we pull-bak via i
∗
the Euler exat sequene and
we get
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0−→OP1
k
−→ OP1(3)
⊕4 h−→ i∗TP3
ω+
−→ 0.
Let l be a loal setion of OP1 and u, v the oordinates on P
1
, then we an write the morphism
k down in the following way
k : OP1 −→ OP1(3)
⊕4;
l 7→ (u3l, u2vl, uv2l, v3l).
We denote X, Y, Z, T the oordinates on OP1(3)
⊕4
. Moreover the morphism h is given by
the equations of the line image of OP1 in OP1(3)
⊕4
. Therefore we have
h : OP1(3)
⊕4 −→ i∗TP3
ω+
;
(X, Y, Z, T ) 7→ (vX − uY, vY − uZ, vZ − uT ).
Hene we have i∗TP3
ω+
∼= OP1(4)
⊕3
and we an rewrite the exat sequene (8) in the following
way
0 −→ OP1(2) ∼= TX
di
−→ OP1(4)
⊕3 ∼= i∗TP3
ω+
−→ NX|P3 −→ 0,
where di is the dierential of i. On the ane open set {v 6= 0} the morphism di is dened
by the following equations
di : OP1(2) −→ OP1(4)
⊕3;
l 7→ (3lu2, 2luv, lv).
Let (C,D, F ) be the oordinates on OP1(4)
⊕3
, then the equations of the line image of OP1(2)
in OP1(4)
⊕3
are
(vA− uB, vB − uC);
this implies that NX|P3 ∼= OP1(5)⊕OP1(5).
Sine OP1(5)⊕OP1(5) ∼= (OP1 ⊕OP1)⊗OP1(5), we have
P(NX|P3) ∼= X × P
1 ∼= P1 × P1.
We will denote
σ : PA −→ P2ω
the projetion of the projetive bundle and E the exeptional divisor in BlXP
3
ω+.
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Proposition 2.0.12 There exists an isomorphism of projetive bundles on P
2
ω
PA
∼
−→ BlXP
3
ω+
σ ց ւφ˜
P
2
ω
Proof: Let x ∈ P2ω, a + b the divisor on X that orresponds to x and t ∈ PAx. We reall
that A is a sub-bundle of OP3
ω+
⊗H0(ω3)∗+ and the projetivization gives us an embedding
k : PA →֒ P2ω × P
3
ω+.
Moreover we have
k(PAx) = ab ⊂ P
3
ω+.
We will often onsider PA as a sub-variety of P2ω × P
3
ω+. If t ∈ P
3
ω+ \X then ab is the only
seant line to X passing by t.
We dene a morphism
̟ := φ˜× µ : BlXP
3
ω+ −→ P
2
ω × P
3
ω+.
The morphism ̟ has a birational inverse
̟−1 : PA ⊂ P2ω × P
3
ω+ 99K BlXP
3
ω+
dened as follows. We dene ̟−1 on the open set of PA given by the ouples (x, t) s.t.
x = a + b is a point of P2ω s.t. a 6= b and t ∈ {PAx \ X}. We send (x, t) ∈ PA on
µ−1(t) ∈ BlXP
3
ω+. Then by Zariski's main theorem the morphism ̟ indues an isomor-
phism between BlXP
3
ω+ and PA. 
Let
β : P(A⊕OP2ω) 99K PA
be the natural projetion and η the omposed map
η : PE
β
99K PA
σ
−→ P2ω.
Sine the map ϕ is given by the quadris in the ideal of C ⊂ P4ω, there exists a morphism
ϕ : BlCP
4
ω −→ |2Θ|
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that makes the following diagram ommute.
BlCP
4
ω
↓ ցϕ
P
4
ω
ϕ
99K |2Θ|
We will denote P
3
O the blow-up of |2Θ| = P
3
at the point [O ⊕ O] and pr0 the morphism
that resolves the projetion ∆ with entre [O ⊕ O] and that makes the following diagram
ommute.
P
3
O
↓ ցpr0
P
3 ∆
99K P
2
ω
The morphism
pr0 : P
3
O −→ P
2
ω
denes a P
1
-bration on P
2
ω hene P
3
O
∼= PM for some rank 2 vetor bundle M on P2ω. We
denote F = PTOP
3 ∼= P2ω the exeptional divisor over the origin in P
3
O . The vetor bundle
M is dened up to a line bundle L, beause, as projetive varieties PM ∼= P(M ⊗ L), so we
hoose M one and for all as the vetor bundle s.t.
OPM(1) = OP3
O
(F ).
Lemma 2.0.13 We have the equality
M = OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(1).
Proof: We have M∗ = pr0∗OP3
O
(F ) and we onsider the restrition exat sequene
0 −→ OP3
O
−→ OP3
O
(F ) −→ OF (F ) −→ 0. (9)
We push down via pr0 the exat sequene (9) and we get
0 −→ OP2ω −→M
∗ −→ OP2ω(−1) −→ 0.
This means that M∗ determines an extension lass (e) in Ext1(O(−1),O). We remark that
Ext1(OP2ω(−1),OP2ω) = H
1(P2ω,O(1)) = {0}
thus M∗ is the trivial extension, i.e.
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M∗ = OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(−1).

By Proposition 1.2.2, we have ϕ−1(O) = S, so there exists a morphism
ϕ˜ : BlSP
4
ω −→ P
3
O
that makes the following diagram ommute.
BlSP
4
ω
↓ ցϕ˜
BlCP
4
ω P
3
O
↓ ցϕ ↓
P
4
ω
ϕ
99K |2Θ|
We will denote ̺ the omposed map
̺ : BlSP
4
ω
ϕ˜
−→ P3O
pr0
−→ P2ω
and π the projetion
π : BlSP
4
ω −→ P
4
ω.
Proposition 2.0.14 Let S ⊂ P4ω be the one over the twisted ubi X of Proposition 1.2.2.
Then there exists an isomorphism of projetive bundles on P
2
ω
PE
∼
−→ BlSP
4
ω
η ց ւ ̺
P
2
ω.
Proof: Let x ∈ P2ω, a + b the divisor on X orresponding to x and s ∈ PEx. We reall that
E is a sub-bundle of OP3
ω+
⊗H0(ω3)∗, thus we have an embedding
j : PE →֒ P2ω × P
4
ω.
Moreover we have
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j(PEx) = x× 〈a+ b+ λ(a) + λ(b)〉 ⊂ P
4
ω.
We will often onsider PE as a sub-variety of P2ω × P
4
ω. We also remark that
j(PEx) ∩ P
2
ω × P
3
ω+ = k(PAx) = x× ab.
We dene a morphism
̟′ := (̺, π) : BlSP
4
ω −→ P
2
ω × P
4
ω.
The morphism ̟′ has a birational inverse
̟′−1 : PE ⊂ P2ω × P
4
ω 99K BlSP
4
ω
dened as follows. We dene ̟′−1 on the open set of PE given by the ouples (x, s) s.t.
x = a + b is a point of P2ω s.t. a 6= b and s ∈ {PEx \ S}. The pair (x, s) is sent on
π−1(s) ∈ BlSP
4
ω. Then, by Zariski's main theorem ̟
′
indues an isomorphism between
BlSP
4
ω and PE .
We reall that we denoted E the exeptional divisor of BlXP
3
ω+.
Theorem 2.0.15 The restrited map
φ˜|E : E −→ P
2
ω
is a morphism of degree 2 ramied along the oni that is the image of PV via the quadrati
Veronese embedding V er2.
Proof: We reall that E ∼= X ×P1. Moreover we remark that φ˜|E is given by the dierential
of ϕ and we have
φ˜|{a}×P1 : P(NX|P3,a)−→P
2
ω.
Let a, b ∈ X , then we have
φ˜(ab− {a, b}) = a + b ∈ |ω2|.
Let vb ∈ TaP
3
the tangent vetor to P
3
with diretion ab. Then, sine the line ab is ontrated
to a point, we have
φ˜(vb) = a+ b ∈ |ω
2|.
Furthermore, every normal vetor v ∈ P1 ∼= P(NX|P3,a) is of type vb for a point b ∈ X . This
implies that
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φ˜({a} × P1) = Da := {a+ b|b ∈ X}.
The line Da ⊂ P
2
ω is the tangent line at the point 2a to the oni in P
2
ω obtained as the image
of the Veronese morphism
V er2 : PV −→ |OP1(2)|
∗ = P2ω; (10)
p 7→ 2p. (11)
Let a + b be again the divisor on X orresponding to x ∈ P2ω, then the ber φ˜
−1(x) in
X × P1 ∼= P(NX|P3) is omposed by two points {(a, α), (b, β)} if x is not ontained in the
oni. We also remark that if x is a point ontained in the oni the ber is just one point.
This denes a degree 2 overing ramied along the oni.
We will denote E˜ the exeptional divisor of BlSP
4
ω
∼= PE . We have
E˜ ∼= β−1(E).
Proposition 2.0.16 The restrited map
ϕ˜|E˜ : E˜ −→ E
2:1
−→ F ∼= P2ω
denes a oni bundle
Proof: The situation is the following
E˜ ⊂ P(A⊕O) = BlSP
4
ω
|
↓ β ց ϕ˜
E ⊂ PA = BlXP
3
ω+ −→ P
3
O
σ ↓
P
2
ω
Let us onsider the omposed map
η|PE˜ := σ ◦ β|PE˜ : PE˜ −→ P
2.
The ber of η over a point x ∈ P2 is a rank two oni if x 6∈ V er2(P
1) and a double line if
x ∈ V er2(P
1).
Proposition 2.0.16 and Theorem 1.2.7 imply the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.0.17 The morphism
ϕ˜ : BlS(P
4) −→ P3O
is a oni bundle whose disriminant lous is the blow-up at the origin of the Kummer surfae
K0.
Remark 2.0.18 Moreover we remark that the oni V er2(P
1) is the tangent one at the
origin of the Kummer surfae.
Remark 2.0.19 We reall that Pic(PA) ∼= Z2, notably
Pic(PA) = OPA(1)Z× σ
∗OP2ω(1)Z.
We also reall that the map
µ : PA −→ P3ω+ = PSym
3V ;
PAx 7→ ab;
that sends the ber over x on the seant line ab to X is the projetion of the blow-up of P3ω+
along X , hene µ−1(X) = E.
Lemma 2.0.20 We have
µ∗OP3
ω+
(1) = OPA(1).
Proof: Our aim is to determine two integers l, k ∈ Z s.t.
µ∗OP3
ω+
(1) = OPA(l)⊗ σ
∗OP2ω(k).
Sine the map µ is the projetion of the blow-up of P3ω+ along X , we have l = 1. Now we
need to determine k. We have
H0(P3ω+, µ
∗OP3
ω+
(1)) = H0(P3ω+, µ∗µ
∗OP3
ω+
(1)),
and by projetion formula this is equal to H0(P3ω+,OP3ω+(1)⊗ µ∗OPA). Sine the bers of µ
are onneted
µ∗OPA = OP3
ω+
.
Therefore
H0(PA, µ∗OP3
ω+
(1)) = H0(P3ω+,OP3ω+(1)) = Sym
3V.
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By taking the ohomology of the exat sequene (7) we get an isomorphism
H0(P2ω,A
∗) ∼= Sym3V. (12)
In order to determine k we ompute H0(PA,OPA(1)⊗σ
∗OP2ω(k)). By the projetion formula
we get
H0(PA,OPA(1)⊗ σ
∗OP2ω(k)) = H
0(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗OP2ω(k)). (13)
We twist the exat sequene (7) by the line bundle OP2ω(k) and we take the ohomology of
the obtained sequene. This leads us to onlude that the equality
H0(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗OP2ω(k)) = Sym
3V
is possible only for k = 0.
Now we ompute the lass of the exeptional divisor E in the Piard group of PA.
Theorem 2.0.21 We have an isomorphism in Pic(PA)
O(E)PA ∼= OPA(2)⊗ σ
∗OP2ω(−1).
Proof: First we ompute the rst fator. We reall that the restrited map
φ˜ : E −→ P2ω
denes a degree 2 morphism ramied along a smooth oni (Thm. 2.0.15). If x ∈ P2ω then
the intersetion Ex = E˜ ∩ PAx is made up of two points. This implies that
O(E)PA ∼= OPA(2)⊗ σ
∗OP2ω(m),
for some m ∈ Z. We have the following equalities.
H0(PA,O(1)) = H0(P2ω, σ∗OPA(1)) = H
0(P2ω,A
∗).
Let a, b ∈ X and let x ∈ P2ω be as usual the point orresponding to the divisor a+ b. Let us
onsider a smooth quadri Q ⊂ |IX(2)|. Then we have
µ−1(Q) = E +RQ ⊂ |OPA(2)|,
where we denote by RQ ⊂ PA the residual divisor. Moreover, we have either ab ⊂ Q, or
ab ∩Q = {a, b}.
We dene
CQ := {a + b = x ∈ P
2|ab ⊂ Q}
and RQ = σ
−1(CQ).
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It is well known that, sine Q is smooth, we have an isomorphism Q ∼= P1×P1 via the Segre
embedding and that X ⊂ Q an be seen as the zero lous of a bihomogeneus polynomial of
degree (1, 2).
This means that we have an embedding
X = P1 →֒ Q = P1 × P1;
[u : v] 7→ ([u2, v2], [u, v]).
This implies that, if we hoose a p ∈ P1 and we let t vary in the other P1, the lines of the
ruling {t} × p interset X in two points. The lines of the other ruling of Q interset X in
just one point. Let α be the following morphism
α : P1 −→ P1;
[u : v] 7→ [u2 : v2].
Then we have a linear embedding
H0(X,O(1))
α∗
−→ H0(X,O(2))
and the line P(α∗(H0(X,O(1)))) is CQ. This implies that
OPA(R) = σ
∗OP2ω(1).
and thus
OPA(E) = OPA(2)⊗ σ
∗OP2ω(−1).

The morphism ϕ˜ then makes the following diagram of projetive bundles on P2 ommute.
BlSP
4
ω
∼= P(A⊕OP2ω)
ϕ˜
−→ P[OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(1)] = P
3
O
̺ց ւ pr0
P
2
ω
The pull bak ϕ˜∗ indues a homomorphism
ϕ˜∗ : Pic(P3O) −→ Pic(P(A⊕OP2ω)), (14)
and both Piard groups are isomorphi to Z× Z.
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Proposition 2.0.22 The homomorphism of equation (14) is the following.
Z× Z −→ Z× Z
(a, b) 7→ (2a, b− a).
Proof: We have the following equalities:
Pic(P3O) = ZOP3
O
(1)× Zpr∗0OP2ω(1);
Pic(P(A⊕O)) = ZOP(A⊕O)(1)× Zη
∗OP2ω(1).
Moreover, sine pr0 ◦ ϕ˜ = η, we have
ϕ˜(0, b) = (0, b).
We reall that we hose F in suh a way that OP3
O
(1) = OP3
O
(F ), this means that we have
ϕ˜∗OP3
O
(1) = ϕ˜∗OP3
O
(E) = OPE(ϕ˜
−1(F )) = OPE(β
−1(E)) = OPE(2)⊗ η
∗OP2ω(−1).
This implies
(a, 0) 7→ (2a,−a).

As a onsequene of the last proposition, we have
ϕ˜∗OP3
O
(1) = OPE(2)⊗ η
∗OP2ω(−1). (15)
Furthermore ϕ˜ indues a natural morphism
OP3
O
(1) −→ ϕ˜∗ϕ˜
∗OP3
O
(1). (16)
By applying pr0∗ to the morphism (16) and using the equality (15), we obtain a morphism
of sheaves on P
2
ω
ϕ˜∗ : pr0∗OP3
O
(1) = O ⊕O(−1) = M∗ −→ η∗(OPE(2)⊗ η
∗OP2ω(−1)).
By the projetion formula,
η∗(OPE(2)⊗ η
∗OP2ω(−1))
∼= Sym2(A∗ ⊕OP2ω)⊗OP2ω(−1).
Remark 2.0.23 We showed that PM∗ denes a P1-bundle on P2ω. Let y ∈ P
2
ω and let c, d
be the points of X s.t. y is the divisor c+ d on X. We reall that C is a degree 2 overing of
X ∼= PV . Then P(A⊕O)y ⊂ P
4
ω is the P
2
generated by the two pairs of points of C whose
images in X are respetively c and d. The ber PM∗y is in fat the penil of onis in PEy
that pass by these four points.
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Lemma 2.0.24 We have
h0(P2ω,A
∗(−1)) = 0;
h1(P2ω,A
∗(−1)) = 0.
Proof: We twist the exat sequene (7) by the vetor bundle OP2ω(−1) and we nd
0 −→ V ⊗OP2ω(−2) −→ OP2ω(−1)⊗ Sym
3V −→ A∗(−1) −→ 0.
By taking ohomology, we get
h0(P2ω,O(−1)) = h
1(P2ω,O(−2)) = 0.
This gives us the rst equality. Then, we have
h1(P2ω,O(−1)) = 0
and by duality
H2(P2ω,O(−2))
∼= H0(P2ω,O(−1),
hene h2(P2ω,O(−2)) = 0. This implies the seond equality.
Lemma 2.0.25 We have
h0(P2ω, Sym
2A∗) = 10.
Proof: By twisting the exat sequene (7) by A∗ we obtain the following exat sequene.
0 −→ A∗(−1)⊗ V −→ A∗ ⊗ Sym3V −→ A∗2 −→ 0.
This implies that we have
H0(P2ω,A
∗2) ∼= H0(P2ω,A
∗)⊗ Sym3V ) = Sym3V ⊗ Sym3V,
and therefore h0(P2ω,A
∗2) = 16. Moreover we remark that
h0(P2ω,A
∗2) = h0(P2ω,∧
2A∗)⊕ h0(P2ω, Sym
2A∗).
By taking determinants in the exat sequene (7) we get that
∧2A∗ = OP2ω(2) and h0(P2ω,
∧2A∗) =
h0(P2ω,O(2)) = 6. This implies diretly the lemma.
Lemma 2.0.26 We have
h0(P2ω, Sym
2A∗(−1)) = 1.
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Proof: We twist the exat sequene (7) by the line bundle A∗(−1) and we get the following
exat sequene.
0 −→ A∗(−2)⊗ V −→ A∗(−1)⊗ Sym3V −→ A∗2(−1) −→ 0.
By passing to ohomology we have that
h1(P2ω,A
∗(−1))⊗ Sym3V = h0(P2ω,A
∗(−1))⊗ Sym3V = 0.
Thanks to Lemma 2.0.24 we have then
H0(P2ω,A
∗2(−1)) ∼= H1(P2ω,A
∗(−2))⊗ V. (17)
We twist the exat sequene (7) by the line bundle OP2ω(−2) and we get
0 −→ V ⊗OP2ω(−3) −→ OP2ω(−2)⊗ Sym
3V −→ A∗(−2) −→ 0.
Moreover we remark that h1(P2ω,O(−2) = 0 and h
2(P2ω,O(−3)) = 1. By duality h
2(P2ω,O(−2)) =
h0(P2ω,O(−1)) = 0, then
h1(P2ω,A
∗(−2)) = h2(P2ω,O(−3))⊗ V = 2.
The equality (17) implies that h0(P2ω,A
∗2(−1) = 4. The vetor bundle A2∗(−1) deomposes
as Sym2A∗(−1)⊕
∧2A∗(−1). Sine
h0(P2ω,
2∧
A∗(−1)) = h0(P2ω,O(1)) = 3
we have that
h0(P2ω, Sym
2A∗(−1)) = 4− 3 = 1.

Corollary 2.0.27 We have
dim(Hom(OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(−1), Sym
2(A∗ ⊕OP2ω)⊗OP2ω(−1))) = 16.
Proof: We will denote
B := Hom(OP2ω ⊕OP2ω(−1), Sym
2(A∗ ⊕OP2ω)⊗OP2ω(−1)).
We have
B = H0(P2ω, Sym
2A∗ ⊕OP2ω ⊕A
∗ ⊕ Sym2A∗(−1)⊕OP2ω(−1)⊕A
∗(−1)).
Summing the dimensions of the diret summands we have
dimB = 10 + 1 + 4 + 1 = 16.

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Remark 2.0.28 The projetive plane P
2
ω = PSym
2V does not depend on the urve C, be-
ause V is an abstrat vetor spae. Sine it is dened by the exat sequene 7, even A does
not depend on the urve C.
This means that to a given a genus 2 urve C we an assoiate a oni bundle over P2,
notably the bundle dened by the setion
ϕ˜C ∈ PB.
Its disriminant lous is the blow-up (at the origin) of the Kummmer surfaeK0 = Jac(C)/±
Id. In this way we build a moduli map
Ξ : {smooth genus 2 curves} −→ P15 = PB;
C 7→ ϕ˜C .
Lemma 2.0.29 Let Y a smooth projetive variety,
f : G −→ Y
a oni bundle, then there exists a rank 3 vetor bundle F on Y, a line bundle L and one
setion q ∈ H0(Y, Sym2H ⊗ Lk) for some integer k, s.t. G is the zero sheme of q in the
projetive bundle PF .
Proof: The proof follows that of Proposition 1.2 of [Bea77℄. The assertion is equivalent to
the existene of a line bundle N on G induing the sheaf OGs(1) on every ber Gs. More
preisely we will have H = f∗N . If we onsider the sheaf of dierentials of maximum degree
ωG then by the adjuntion formula we have ωG|Gs
∼= ωGs and ωGs
∼= OGs(−1). Then we take
N = ω−1G .
Proposition 2.0.30 Let
ϕ˜ : BlSP
4
ω −→ P
3
O
be the oni bundle of Theorem 2.0.17. Then BlSP
4
ω is a divisor in the total spae of the
bundle P(pr∗0E) on P
3
O.
Proof: Let y ∈ P3O, then we have
ϕ˜−1(y) ⊂ P(Epr0(y)).
Then the rank 3 vetor bundle assoiated to ϕ˜ is pr∗0E .
Moreover BlSP
4
ω = PE . This means we have the following diagram, where the lower square
is a ber produt.
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BlsP
4
ω
Id
  
ϕ˜
''
Z
%%
P(pr∗0E)

// P
3
O
pr0

PE
η
// P
2
ω
In this diagram Z is the embedding of BlSP
4
ω in P(pr
∗
0E) indued by the universal property
of ber produt.
3 Stability and deformations of A.
3.1 Stability
In this setion we will go through the question of the stability of A and we will alulate its
spae of deformations. Let H be the hyperplane lass that generates Pic(P2). If we take the
ohomology of the exat sequene 7 (and of its dual sequene) and we ompute the Chern
polynomials we nd that
c1(A) = −2H,
c2(A) = 3H
2,
c1(A
∗) = 2H,
c2(A
∗) = 3H2.
Then we have that the slope µ(A∗) = 1.
Remark 3.1.1 If we twist by OP2ω(1) the exat sequene 7 that denes A
∗
we get
0 −→ OP2ω ⊗H
0(C, ω) −→ OP2ω(1)⊗H
0(C, ω3)+ −→ A
∗(1) −→ 0. (18)
Aording to [DK93℄ a bundle on P
n
that has a linear resolution like A∗(1) a Steiner bundle.
Denition 3.1.2 Let K be a omplex projetive manifold with Pic(K) ∼= Z and E a vetor
bundle of rank r on K. Then the bundle E on K is alled normalized if c1(E) ∈ {−r +
1, . . . ,−1, 0}, i.e. if −1 < µ(E) ≤ 0. We denote by Enorm the unique twist of E that is
normalized.
The following riterion for the stability of vetor bundles on K is a onsequene of the
denition.
Proposition 3.1.3 (Hoppe)[HL97℄ Let V be a vetor bundle on a projetive manifold K
with Pic(K) ∼= Z. If H0(X,∧qVnorm) = 0 for any 1 ≤ q ≤ rkV − 1, then V is stable.
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Theorem 3.1.4 The vetor bundle A on P2ω is stable.
Proof:We remark that Pic(P2ω)
∼= Z and that c1(A
∗(−1)) = 0, this means that A∗norm =
A∗(−1). By taking the ohomology of the exat sequene 18 we remark that H0(A∗(−1)) =
0. By proposition 3.1.3 then A∗ is stable and this in turn implies that A is stable. 
3.2 Deformations of A
Before omputing diretly the dimension of the spae of deformations ofA, i.e. dim(Ext1(A,A)),
we need some tehnial lemmas.
Lemma 3.2.1 We have
h1(P2ω,A
∗) = 0,
h2(P2ω,A
∗) = 0.
Proof: We take the ohomology of the exat sequene 7 and we get
0→ H1(P2ω,A
∗)→ H2(P2ω,O(−1)→ H
2(P2ω,O)→ H
2(P2ω,A
∗)→ 0.
By duality we have H2(P2ω,O(−1)
∼= H0(P2ω,O(−2)) and H
2(P2ω,O)
∼= H0(P2ω,O(−3)) and
both spaes are zero dimensional. This implies our statement. 
Furthermore, we reall that H0(P2ω,A
∗) ∼= H0(P2ω, ω
3)+.
Lemma 3.2.2 We have
h0(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = 10,
h1(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = 0,
h2(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = 0.
Proof: We take the ohomology of the exat sequene 18 and we get
0→ H0(C, ω)→ H0(P2ω,O(1))⊗H
0(C, ω3)+ → H
0(P2ω,A
∗(1))→ H1(P2ω,O)→
→ H1(P2ω,O(1))→ H
1(P2ω,A
∗(1))→ H2(P2ω,O)→ H
2(P2ω,O(1))→ H
2(P2ω,A
∗(1))→ 0.
Sine h1(P2ω,O) = 0, we have h
0(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = 10. Moreover, by duality we have also
h1(P2ω,O(1)) = h
2(P2ω,O) = h
2(P2ω,O(1)) = 0.
Hene h1(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = h2(P2ω,A
∗(1)) = 0.
We are ready to state the main result of this setion.
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Theorem 3.2.3 The spae of deformations of A has dimension equal to 5.
Proof: We twist by A∗ the dual of the exat sequene 7 and we obtain the following.
0 −→ A∗ ⊗A −→ A∗ ⊗H0(C, ω3)∗+ −→ A
∗(1)⊗H0(C, ω)∗ −→ 0. (19)
By taking ohomology we get the following long exat sequene
0→ H0(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A) −→ H0(P2ω,A
∗)⊗H0(C, ω3)∗+ −→ H
0(P2ω,A
∗(1))⊗H0(C, ω)∗ →
→ H1(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A)→ H1(P2ω,A
∗)⊗H0(C, ω3)∗+ → H
1(P2ω,A
∗(1))⊗H0(C, ω)∗ →
→ H2(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A)→→ H2(P2ω,A
∗)⊗H0(C, ω3)∗+ → H
2(P2ω,A
∗(1))⊗H0(C, ω)∗ → 0.
Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.1 imply that h2(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗ A) = 0. Moreover we have that
dimH0(P2ω,A
∗) ⊗ H0(C, ω3)∗+ = 16 and dimH
0(P2ω,A
∗(1)) ⊗ H0(C, ω)∗ = 20. This in turn
implies that
h1(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A)− h0(P2ω, A
∗ ⊗A) = 20− 16 = 4.
Now H1(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A) ∼= Ext1(A,A) and, sine A is stable
dimHom(A,A) = h0(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A) = 1.
This means that h1(P2ω,A
∗ ⊗A) = 5.
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